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1. Purpose of Report I Introduction

Subject: SCOTTISH HOUSING REGULATOR −
INQUIRY REPORT − SHQS

The purpose of this report is to advise committee of the report published by the Scottish
Housing Regulator (SHR) into the Housing Services requirement to meet the Scottish
Housing Quality Standard (SHQS) by the deadline of 31 March 2015.

2. Background

2.1

2.2

As part of the Councils scrutiny plan, SHR arranged to visit North Lanarkshire Council
to seek assurance that we would fully meet SHQS by 31 March 2015.

Every Local Authority and RSL Landlord is required to meet SHQS by 31 March
2015. An onsite inspection took place in North Lanarkshire in June 2014.

3. Proposals I Considerations

3.1

3.2

3.3

On 28 February 2015, SHR formally published its findings for North Lanarkshire
Council.

The attached report details the approach by SHR, the findings and areas for
improvement I action.

The report received is highly positive and details significant areas of good practice
identified for North Lanarkshire Council Housing Servicesincluding:−•

The Council provided us with a self−assessment and supporting documents.
This showed it had undertaken work to plot and assess demand for its houses
and was using this information as part of its overall asset management
strategy. This is positive.

• The Council purchased an electronic asset management system in 2013 to
integrate and support asset management and to support its work to progress
improvements and repairs to its stock. It has already reported efficiencies in
relation to its responsive repairs service and it attributes these to this new
system and its mobile working framework.

• The Council's decision to set aside its cloned data for a more comprehensive
approach to detailed surveys across its stock has resulted in a very positive
outcome for these tenants and has more accurately applied the requirements
of SHQS to improve people's living conditions than might have been the case
through the use of a cloned survey.

• The Council collects tenant satisfaction information on its capital and revenue
repairs of which SHQS forms part. These returns reflect a satisfaction rate of
over 88%, which is positive.
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• The Council is seeking to increase tenant feedback in the future using a
number of different methods, including using mobile technology and online
surveys and they are currently considering the most effective way of doing
this.

4. Financial I Personnel I Legal I Policy I Equalities Implications

4.1 There are no implications.

5. Recommendations

It is recommended that the Committee note the excellent report received from SHR in
relation to 100% SHQS compliance by 31 March 2015.

Elaine McHugh
Head of Housing Si
17 March 2015
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For further information about this report please contact Elaine McHugh, Head of Housing Services
on 01698 332027
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The Scottish Housing Regulator
1.The Scottish Housing Regulator is created by the Housing (Scotland) Act 2010 ("the

Act"). The Act sets out our statutory objective, functions, powers and duties. It
establishes us as an independent regulator directly accountable to the Scottish
Parliament. Our publication, Regulation of Social Housing: Our Framework sets out
further details on our approach to regulation and the powers and duties of the Regulator.
The Act also sets out our statutory objective to safeguard and promote the interests of
current and future tenants, homeless people and other people who use services
provided by social landlords. We regulate to protect the interests of these groups. To do
this, we focus on securing good outcomes for tenants and other service users, helping
them hold their landlords to account and driving improvement in the provision of social
housing.
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I About this inquiry
1.1 This on−site inquiry was carried out by the Scottish Housing Regulator under section

42 of the Housing (Scotland) Act2010. The inquiry took place between 23 and 27
June 2014.

1.2 Our assessment of the Scottish Housing Quality Standard (SHQS) information
submitted by North Lanarkshire Council − which then fed into its local scrutiny plan for
2013/14 − highlighted uncertainties and potential risks in its progress towards meeting
the SHQS in 2015. Following discussion with the Council, we then carried out this
inquiry targeted primarily at SHQS. This report is therefore not a comprehensive
assessment of North Lanarkshire Council's asset management/property maintenance
services.

1.3 The findings of this scrutiny activity will feed into our work with Audit Scotland and
other scrutiny bodies on the Local Area Network (LAN). We will have a continuing
regulatory engagement with the Council and we will decide the exact level of this
engagement through the LAN for North Lanarkshire Council. We will outline this in the
Council's 2015/16 local scrutiny plan which will be published in March or April 2015.

1.4 Inquiries are conducted within our published Regulatory Framework for Social
Housing. We expect all regulated bodies to report our findings to service users and to
respond to the issues raised within the report.

2 Context − North Lanarkshire Council
2.1 North Lanarkshire is the fourth largest local authority area in Scotland by population.

The 2013 population figure for the Council area is 337,730, which represents 6.3% of
the total population of Scotland. In terms of the makeup of the population, 17.5% are
aged 16 to 29 years. This is smaller than Scotland where 18.3% of the population fall
into this age group. People aged 60 and over make up 21.6% of the population, again
this is smaller than the Scotland figure of 23.7% for this age group.

2.2 North Lanarkshire Council is the largest Local Authority landlord in Scotland. It had a
housing stock of around 36,000 properties at the time of our inquiry. North
Lanarkshire Council's housing and homelessness services are part of the Council's
Housing and Social Work Services and it delivers these services from ten customer
contact offices across the Council area. Its property services are delivered from a
centralised base in Bellshill.

3 Scope of our inquiry
3.1 We used performance information that was already available to us and the Council's

self−assessment submission to determine our on−site activity work. We were on−site
for five days, and during this time we spoke to Council officers with responsibility for
service delivery in SHQS, we carried out a number of document reviews, went on a
number of home vists, shadowed meetings, undertook a small stock tour and saw the
Council's SHQS database. In addition, we spoke to a number of the Council's tenants
and, along with our tenant assessors, looked at its approach to tenant led scrutiny.
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4 Our overall assessment
4.1 North Lanarkshire Council is confident that it will meet the SHQS by the deadline of

31st March 2015. We saw that it has moved away from a reliance on cloned stock
condition information and is undertaking a 100% survey of its stock.

4.2 We have gained the necessary level of assurances we require at this time and do not
intend to carry out further scrutiny in this area.

5 Report findings
Asset Management and progress towards SHQS
Asset management strategy and planning
5.1 North Lanarkshire Council has an asset management strategy which flows from key

linked documents including its Corporate Plan, Housing Asset Management Plan and
service delivery plans. The service delivery plan report to the Council's Housing and
Social Work Committee in January 2014 states that by 2014/15 it will "complete the
Council's SHQS action plan to ensure that all eligible stock meets the standard". We
saw that reporting of SHQS objectives is contained in reports to Housing and Social
Work Committee updating local members on progress and costs. As part of its
preparation for our Inquiry, the Council provided us with a self−assessment and
supporting documents. This showed it had undertaken work to plot and assess
demand for its houses and was using this information as part of its overall asset
management strategy. This is positive.

5.2 The Council purchased an electronic asset management system in 2013 to integrate
and support asset management and to support its work to progress improvements and
repairs to its stock. It has already reported efficiencies in relation to its responsive
repairs service and it attributes these to this new system and its mobile working
framework. The integrated asset management system will become a single source for
information on stock condition and capital and revenue work streams across North
Lanarkshire Council's housing stock. This is significant, as the Council had previously
recognised that its stand−alone system was not flexible enough and did not allow
access to the type of modelling and information flows required for the Council's 36,000
plus houses and also for its repairs responsibilities to shared ownership properties.

5.3 The system is currently fully operational for responsive repairs and links scheduling,
finance and resource systems. The Council has begun the process of uplifting its new
stock information into the system and will continue this process until its baseline asset
surveys are complete. The Council has made a commitment to continuously update
its stock information by survey to enable detailed and resourced planning.

5.4 The Council's SHQS asset information is currently held on a wide ranging data base
and we saw detailed information on its stock derived from both current survey
methodologies and a 2007 survey which provided the Council with data which it cloned
across its stock. This data base is used by the Council to complete its SHQS Annual
Return on the Charter (ARC) to the SHR.
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5.5 The Council has decided to update its stock condition information and is progressing

towards a 100% stock condition survey. Overall the Council has full information for
around 60% of its stock and partialififormation for the rest. lniportantIythe Council
has calculated that moving to a 100% survey has generated additional SHQS
requirements for its stock to a level of £1.4 million. The Council told us that it had
realised one significant area of additional external roof and render works in one
locality, however, most of this additional spend has been brought about by undertaking
accurate surveys of kitchens and to a lesser extent bathrooms in its tenants' homes.

5.6 The Council's decision to set aside its cloned data for a more comprehensive
approach to detailed surveys across its stock has resulted in a very positive outcome
for these tenants and has more accurately applied the requirements of SHQS to
− improve people's living conditions than might have been the case through the use of a

cloned survey.

5.7 The Council also realised positive benefits from its new approach in relation to
increased accuracy of works programming, cost analysis and business planning. The
Council currently has a 30 year rolling business plan for its capital works programme.
It told us the purchase of its integrated asset management system and subsequent
loading of SHQS/capital works information will allow it to improve this system − tying
responsive repairs work and capital work streams further together to improve efficiency
in modelling, forecasting, designing works packages, procurement and monitoring of
project outcomes.

5.8 The survey does contain information beyond SHQS requirements, which will further
improve the Council's knowledge of its stock. The Council has committed resources to
allow it package and allocate all SHQS works by December 2014 to allow it time to
complete works by 31 March 2015.

5.9 The Council plans to retain a smaller team of surveyors to continue the process of
updating information beyond April 2015, and to continue with a rolling stock survey.
The Council discussed with us possible uses for this team, beyond the traditional rolling
survey, including using the team for thematic work either derived from the council's
drive for comprehensive condition information in any geographical area or from future
government policy and direction.

5.10 We shadowed surveyors during our onsite visit and noted the surveys are thorough,
with surveyors visually inspecting all available areas and supplementing historical
records with the new information. The process takes around one hour for external and
internal survey and follows a template pattern. Surveyors input information into an
electronic tablet device which is uploaded into the Council's central stock condition
data base. The use of handhelds has reduced the duplication of recording information
and has realised time savings for surveyors. This has contributed to the Council
achieving its target to visit 400 properties per week, in order to carry out SHQS
surveys.

5.11 We shadowed the verification process for the completed surveys and we noted the
Council's positive work in providing in field support for its surveyors and its desktop
validation and challenge of completed survey information.

4
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5.12 As mentioned above, North Lanarkshire Council is Scotland's largest Local Authority

landlord with 36,885 homes. It told us that by the end of March 2014, 90% of its
èlrgible houses achieved the SHQS strTJard. This is based on the most rliable (best)
information it holds for every house or group of its houses.

5.13 The Council parcels SHQS renewal works in line with its survby results and can
• evidence that this programme is resourced. It uses contractors to complete the works

• and its design team oversees the works completion. The Council has decided to
integrate services further and its design service team has recently become a part of
the Housing Property service following an internal reorganisation.

• 5.14 The Council has a good procedure in place to process work to commonly owned
properties and we saw evidence of its approach to dealing with owners. This includes
grant and loan funding for some works. It has at times sought to reduce specifications
to keep costs to owners down, for example using wooden door entry systems as
opposed to polyurethane doors. These are balanced with more formal approaches
including the use of the Tenements (Scotland) Act 2004 tenancy management scheme
and works notices. However, securing the involvement of owners in projects remains
problematic in progressing external works to meet SHQS. The Council, although
guaranteeing to re−engage at a later date with owners who initially refuse work, does
not currently have a time bound strategy in place for revisiting owners who refuse
works.

5.15 The Council has a large proportion of exemptions and abeyances from SHQS. This
represents 14% of its stock, which is a higher figure than other Councils. In part this is
because of the Council's stock profile, with multi−storey tower blocks representing
significant challenges to its meeting SHQS by 2015. The Council has 48 tower blocks
in its stock, these account for 11% of its dwellings.

5.16 During our Inquiry the Council reviewed the way it categorises exemptions and
abeyances and as a result of this work it has recently submitted a revised figure in its
ARC return to the SHR. This reduces the figure for exemptions from 14% to 8% of its
stock. The Council re−calculated this figure as it determined that works could not
realistically be carried out to reconfigure accommodation in its tower blocks. Under this
classification the Council is entitled to record these houses as SHQS passes.

5.17 Prior to this decision the Council had a process in place to record properties as
exemptions rather than recording properties as non−applicable for SHQS. It did this in
order to flag these properties for future considerations as currently not meeting SHQS.
Although it now records these more in line with guidance, it continues to flag these
properties to allow as much work as possible to meet aspects of SHQS and to facilitate
year on year review and development. For example, it will consider implementing a
pilot district heating system for some of its tower blocks. The Council has chosen to
wait to upload its survey information in one process and this means there are houses
currently recorded as failing SHQS which in effect pass, as they have had revenue
works to allow them to pass the standard. These include boiler replacement work and
mains gas hook up, which have not been yet factored into the Council's SHQS
compliance figures.

5.18 The Council collects tenant satisfaction information on its capital and revenue repairs
of which SHQS forms part. These returns reflect a satisfaction rate of over 88%, which
is positive.
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5.19 The Council is seeking to increase tenant feedback in the future using a number of

different methods, including using mobile technology and online surveys and they are
currently considering the most êffetive way of doing this. North Lanarkshire Council
is also clear that this is an opportunity to increase tenant contact and views this
process as an additional way to collect tenant feedback: This is positive.

520 The Council is working with North Lanarkshire Federation on a number of initiatives,
for example three scrutiny sub−groups are looking at processes and outcomes in
relation to empty house management, investment programme works and performance
management.

5.21 As part of our Inquiry work, tenant assessors met with members of North Lanarkshire
Federation and tenants involved in scrutiny work. We saw that some of the scrutiny
work is at an early stage but is progressing well. In general tenants are positive about
the Council's performance and also in the way it involves them in its work. Our tenant
assessors saw that tenants are enthusiastic about their work with the Council and
believe that this will bring about service improvements across the scrutiny areas.

5.22 In relation to SHQS compliance and additions to the Council's stock, in 2013 it
introduced an Empty House Purchase Scheme (EHPS). It has set out the criteria for
this in its Strategic Housing Investment Plan. The Council has identified annual
funding to develop the scheme, which will help it to address some of the issues faced
by owners and communities in relation to particular properties, which are lying empty.
Through the EHPS the Council buys privately owned properties that meet at least one
of the specific criteria below:

There is an identified need for the type and size of property and it is located in a
high demand area.
The purchase of the property would give the Council complete ownership of a block
and allow major common works to proceed.
To meet the particular needs of a household which cannot be met from within the
existing Council stock.

5.23 With the exception of properties being purchased to enable progression of capital
programmes or to meet particular needs, properties must have been vacant for a
minimum of six months.

5.24 The Council carries out a full SHQS condition survey before each property is
purchased and the results of this are factored into the purchase price. This means that
the costs of any work identified to bring the property up to SHQS standard are included
in the Council's offer to the owner.
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6 Areas for improvement action
6.1 Our inquiry report covers a number of issues. North Lanarkshire Council must

'1respond effectively to them. These are our most important recommendations.

6.2 In achieving progress towards SHQS compliance in 2015 North Lanarkshire Council
should:
• continue to work to mitigate the risks identified to the achievement of SHQS;
• continue its work to minimise abeyances and exemptions; and
• establish a time bound processto revisit exemptions and abeyances in in future.
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